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IDROMAR WATERMAKER
MC5S 

        

   

Product price:  

15.000,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

IDROMAR WATERMAKER MC5S 

Watermaker Idromar MC5S part of the MINI COMPACT series is an excellent Watermaker with
an hourly production of fresh water at 25 ° C equal to 250 liters / hour and a daily production at
25 ° C equal to 5000 liters / day.

The 4 models of the series Senior as the Watermaker Idromar MC5S, while maintaining small
size and low power consumption, are the immediate response to a request for machines
increasingly reliable, simple and able to work at high rates.

Always decomposable into several parts for easy maintenance and completely adaptable to the
available space, the Watermaker of the series Senior as the Idromar MC5S, as for the Junior
series, are equipped with a complete and readable instrumentation and at the same time
extremely functional equipped with alarm devices that intervene even in case of false operation.

The Watermaker Idromar MC5S provides a practical and reliable source of fresh water to boaters
with high supply requirements. The Idromar MC5S Watermaker offers you absolute water
independence for various diversions such as extended voyages, ocean crossings or fishing.
The Idromar MC5S Watermaker systems are small and efficient able to fit into the tightest of
spaces thanks to their complete decomposability.

Technical features of the Watermaker Idromar MC5S:
Hourly production at 25°C: 250 Lt/h
Daily production at 25°C: 5000 Lt/day
Produced water salinity: 300/400 PPM
Power input: 4 KW
Length: 925 mm
Width: 610 mm
Height: 550 mm
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Weight: 130 Kg

Hydraulic connections
Sea suction: 3/4''
Box suction: 3/4''
Exhaust: 1/2''
Production: 1/2''

If you are looking for another watermaker similar to the Idromar MC5S then we recommend you
browse our entire catalog dedicated to the nautical watermakers.

Images and technical data are not binding.

Mauris sollicitudin risus quis nisl feugiat, vel varius leo condimentum. Quisque malesuada eu est eget mattis. Sed facilisis, sapien id pharetra feugiat, elit arcu ullamcorper odio, id venenatis magna metus vel erat. Curabitur posuere suscipit quam sit amet maximus. Etiam ut sem ut mi volutpat placerat nec et diam. Aliquam tincidunt ornare enim, ac dignissim ex auctor in. Fusce id volutpat metus. Curabitur a mauris id neque posuere commodo ut eget eros. Donec malesuada quam et tincidunt lobortis. Praesent vel sapien ut metus vulputate

  

Product features:  

Power (W): 4000
Length (mm): 925
Width (mm): 610
Height (mm): 550
Feed Type: 230 V
Production for hour at 25°C (Lt/h): 250
Daily production at 25°C (Lt/day): 5000
Salinity of water produced (PPM): 300/400
Capacity (Lt/h): 250
Remote panel: Digital
Weight (Kg): 130
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